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ERBFacility
EUROPEAN RAPTOR BIOMONITORING FACILITY
COST ACTION 16224

WG4 & cross-WG Virtual Meeting
22 April 2021
TAKING FORWARD A EUROPEAN RAPTOR SAMPLING
PROGRAMME & THE ERBF ADVICE HUB
Hosted by Chris Wernham (BTO Scotland) & the ERBFacility WG4 Team

MEETING PROGRAMME
This event is organised by COST 16224 Action European Raptor Biomonitoring Facility and supported by COST (European Cooperation
in Science and Technology)
COST (European Cooperation in Science and Technology) is a pan-European intergovernmental framework. Its mission is to enable
break-through scientific and technological developments leading to new concepts and products and thereby contribute to strengthening
Europe’s research and innovation capacities. www.cost.eu.
COST is supported by the EU Framework Programme Horizon 2020.
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MEETING OBJECTIVES & OUTPUTS
This virtual meeting is convened by Working Group 4 (‘Field Arena’) to update the whole ERBFacility network on
development of the framework for a European Raptor Sampling Programme (ERSamP) and a web-based ERBfacility
‘Advice Hub’, designed to hold guidance on all aspects of the sampling programme. We would encourage
participants from all 3 ERBF arenas (field, collections and analysis) to join us for this one-day meeting.

The specific objectives of this meeting will be:
1. To update all interested ERBFacility network participants from all 3 arenas (field, collections and analysis) on
the work that has taken place and the stage of development of the framework for an European Raptor
Sampling Programme (ERSamP) and a related web-based ERBF Advice Hub.
2. To inform the ERBFacility network about the existing structure and content of the Advice Hub – and seek
suggestions, particularly on any gaps in the advice that is provided currently, and to give a final opportunity
for members of the ERBfacility network to get involved in the development of any additional guidance
materials.
3. To seek suggestions on how best to disseminate the contents of the Advice Hub and encourage wide use of
the guidance materials that it contains, including potential future development and maintenance of ERSamP
and the ERBF Advice Hub during the lifetime of COST Action 16224 and beyond.
4. To inform the network about our current state of knowledge of training and capacity building needs in
relation to ERSamP across Europe, and seek to fill gaps in our knowledge by country.

The meeting aims to produce the following outputs:
1. Compiled suggestions for additions/improvements to the Advice Hub and any offers of new participants to
help with final drafting of materials.
2. Compiled suggestions for how best to ensure that the guidance contained within the Advice Hub is
disseminated and adapted as widely as possible across Europe, and maintained and developed if necessary
during the lifetime of COST Action 16224 and beyond.
3. Compiled suggestions on future training needs in relation to an European Raptor Sampling Programme,
including suggestions for where our current COST Action can help to deliver training before the end of the
Action.

If you have any further suggestions after the meeting, please send them to
chris.wernham@bto.org by Friday 28 May at the latest.
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BEFORE THE MEETING
Before the meeting, please have a look at the following if possible:


A draft of some parts of the Advice Hub will be available here (from Saturday 17 April). Please have a look at
the structure, the approach used and the draft content. There will be time to take some comments and
suggestions at the meeting or if you have more extensive suggestions, please send them to
chris.wernham@bto.org and silvia.espin@um.es



Previous work to review existing field capacity across Europe is explained in the report from the ERBF
Slovenia September 2019 workshop available here – including a summary for each country that was
assessed in Appendix 4 of the report. The filled templates for the review of existing and required capacity for
each country are here, and the blank template is here. If you have time, please check whether a template
has been filled for your country already, and review that template, or, if no template is available yet, please
try to fill one for your country. If you would like to suggest changes or additions to the template that already
exists for your country, please add them to a new template and send it to chris.wernham@bto.org

We would like participants to focus on some key questions at the meeting:
1. Are there any major gaps in the structure/sub-structure/main contents of the Advice Hub in providing
guidance to support a future European Raptor Biomonitoring Facility and, particularly, an European
Raptor Sampling Programme?
2. How will it be best to host, disseminate and publicise the Advice Hub to ensure it is widely used but also
kept up to date?
3. How can we ensure that the Advice hub is of maximum use to people from each arena but also that it
helps to bring people from the different arenas together to do more interdisciplinary work focused on
raptors?
4. Where is training/capacity building most needed to support a future ERSamP (types of training,
geographical gaps)?

We will welcome suggestions on answers to the above questions both during discussion sessions at the meeting
and also after the meeting (contact chris.wernham@bto.org or any member of the WG4 Team).

If you have any further suggestions after the meeting, please send them to
chris.wernham@bto.org by Friday 28 May at the latest.
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DRAFT PROGRAMME SCHEDULE
Time slot (CET)

Activities

Lead and assistants / notes

Thursday 22 April
09:30 – 10:00
10:00 – 10:15
10:15 – 10:30
10:30 – 10:45

10:45 – 11:00
11:00 – 11:15
11:15 – 11:30
11:30 – 11:40

11:40 – 12:00

12:00 – 12:20

Connect to Zoom to test if you have not used
it before
Welcome and outline plan for the day
Progress with the European Sampling
programme framework
The ERBF Advice Hub – structure and overview
of content
Example of the approach adopted in providing
guidance – monitoring raptor diets
Questions and suggestions on the advice hub
COFFEE & SOCIAL BREAK
Strengthening the links between arenas - case
studies to demonstrate the value of bringing
people from different arenas together.
The value of contextual data to contaminant
studies – Tawny Owl proof of concept example.

Chris Wernham (Lead WG4 – Chair
for the session)
Chris Wernham
Silvia Espín &
Pablo Sánchez Virosta (WG4 Team)
Rui Lourenço (Deputy Lead, WG4)
Chaired Chris Wernham, Silvia Espín
& Pablo Sánchez Virosta
Introduced by Al Vrezec

Urška Ratajc (Short-Term Scientific
Mission holder), Rui Lourenço & Al
Vrezec
Silvia Espín &
Pablo Sánchez Virosta
Chaired by Al Vrezec

14:00 – 14:15

Showing the value of ecotoxicological studies to
raptor conservationists.
Discussion on dissemination of the Advice Hub
and maximising its use (for giving guidance and
encouraging arenas to work together)
LUNCH & SOCIAL BREAK
Future training and capacity building needs in
relation to ERSamP – review of needs across
Europe
Training and skills gaps identified by the
constraints study
Current capacity and gaps in the UK

14:15– 14:30

Current capacity and gaps in North Macedonia

Metodija Velevski (with Jovan
Andevski)

14:30 – 15:10

Chaired by Chris Wernham

15:10 – 15:30

Discussion around completing the review and
next steps around future training
SUMMARY OF THE DAY & NEXT STEPS

15:30

CLOSE OF MEETING

12:20 – 12:45

12:45 – 13:30
13:30 – 13:40

13:40 – 14:00

Introduced by Chris Wernham

Maria Dulsat & Rui Lourenço
Rob Robinson (with Gaby Peniche
and Chris Wernham)

Guy Duke, Al Vrezec & Chris
Wernham
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PRACTICALITIES
The meeting with be hosted in Zoom (more details below). We will try to make it as much like a face-to-face meeting
as we can, by including sessions at coffee times and at lunchtimes when we can socialise and catch up personally, as
well as a chance to network about work. So please try to have your lunch, coffee and snacks available easily so that
you can join some socialisation during breaks.









We will start the meeting at 10:00 CET but the Zoom link will be available from 09:30 if you want to join early
and test your computer link. If you have not used Zoom before, please try to join early so that we can help
you to connect successfully. If you have problems, please e-mail Chris (chris.wernham@bto.org) and we will
do all we can to help.
Please try to have access to a good microphone (ideally use a headset with a microphone) and a web cam so
that we can see you if at all possible.
At the start of the meeting, we will explain how to use the different functions in Zoom (very simple) and
some tips for making virtual meetings work effectively. We will also explain if we use ‘break-out rooms’ for
some of our working sessions.
We will use the chat function in Zoom for you to enter questions, comments and suggestions, and this will
be moderated by WG4 team members. As we will have limited time for questions and discussion and
(hopefully) many attendees, we may only be able to answer some of the questions ‘live’ at the meeting but
will capture all the ideas and include them in the meeting summary.
Please note that all meeting sessions will be recorded to assist us with writing the meeting report.
The most important tip is to please make sure you can mute your microphone when you are not speaking,
as this will ensure we have good sound quality for those that are speaking and that background noise does
not disturb the meeting. Organisers will also be able to mute your microphone and may do this when
speakers are in progress.

Zoom link for the meeting
Scotland Information is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting.
Topic: ERBF Meeting - ERSamp/Advice Hub/Capacity Building (Chris W)
Time: Apr 22, 2021 09:30 for 10:00 CET (finishes 15:30 CET)
Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/98900550078?pwd=Ui9JR1p5V2did2JPSG1jUkl2Misydz09
Meeting ID: 989 0055 0078
Passcode: 938250
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